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 It is the first feature film in the franchise not to be directed by Don Mancini, who had directed every other installment of the
franchise except the sixth film. The film was written by Jeff Fradley and James R. Hindert. It is loosely based on Stephen King's
book Annabelle: Creation, although the plot is not a direct adaptation. Plot A family's vacation in the country is interrupted by a

possessed doll named Chucky. Cast Main Sofia Boutella as Chucky Brad Dourif as Billy Danica Dorfman as Cindy Danielle
Harris as Lori Julie McWhirter as Young Lori Amy Reinherz as Jill Kristen Scott as Young Jill Various voice actors Kelly
Stables as the Young Billy Phil Morris as Young Billy Mimi Kuzyk as Young Billy Cheryl Teng as Chucky (uncredited)

Production Filming started in 2012. Marketing On May 12, 2013, a "Naughty or Nice" teaser trailer, with the tagline
"Temptation or Terror," was released. A second trailer was released on November 27, 2013, for an intended January 9, 2014,
release date, as well as the logo of an upcoming trailer. The DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film have the advertisements for

the film. On January 9, 2014, a poster was released, featuring Chucky in a woman's dress, and a pre-credits scene, showing
Chucky in a gurney with the word "RESURRECTION" and a skull. On April 17, 2014, a short trailer was released. Reception

Box office The film debuted in first place at the box office, becoming the first slasher film to open at number one in the United
States and Canada, with a total opening weekend gross of $8,726,128. The film topped the box office for one week. The film

was made on a $2.8 million budget, and was the highest-grossing film in the franchise and second-highest in 2013, after
Prometheus. Critical response Review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes gives the film a score of 40% based on 100 reviews
with an average rating of 5.15/10. The site's consensus states that "Cursed with Love isn't as creatively inspired as other horror

movies in the franchise 82157476af
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